A serological aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay for COVID-19 diagnosis and seeking neutralizing aptamers†
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Rapid and accurate diagnosis of COVID-19 plays an essential role in the current epidemic prevention and control. Despite the promise of nucleic acid and antibody tests, there is still a great challenge to reduce the misdiagnosis, especially for asymptomatic individuals. Here we report a generalizable method for highly specific and ultrasensitive detection of serum COVID-19-associated antigens based on an aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay. The sensor is based on binding two aptamer probes to the same protein target that brings the ligation DNA region into close proximity, thereby initiating ligation-dependent qPCR amplification. Using this system, serum nucleocapsid protein has been detected quantitatively by converting protein recognition into a detectable qPCR signal using a simple, homogeneous and fast detection workflow in ~2 hours. In addition, this system has also been transformed into a universal platform for measuring specific interactions between spike S1 and its receptor ACE2, and more importantly demonstrated the feasibility for screening and investigation of potential neutralizing aptamers. Since in vitro selection can obtain aptamers selective for many COVID-19-associated antigens, the method demonstrated here will serve as an important tool for the diagnosis and therapeutics of COVID-19.

Introduction

Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), a highly transmittable and pathogenic viral infection caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has been spreading rapidly to more than 200 countries and challenging the global public health community.1 Therefore, rapid and accurate diagnosis of COVID-19 together with the isolation of infected individuals is one of the foremost priorities in the prevention and control of the current epidemic. To this aim, recent advances in molecular biology have produced various nucleic acid detection methods based on the conserved genome sequences of COVID-19, among which real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) is recommended as a gold standard for COVID-19 diagnostics.2–4 Despite the progress made, RT-qPCR tests have still been reported for false-negative results in some suspected cases with typical clinical characteristics of COVID-19 and identical specific computed tomography (CT) images.5–7 In addition, some mild or asymptomatic cases with initially negative diagnosis were confirmed with COVID-19 infection only after second, third or multiple repeated RT-qPCR tests.7,8 One of the major contribution factors to these misdiagnoses is mutations in the viral genome during genetic diversity and rapid virus evolution,2,7 which potentially facilitate COVID-19 spread through delayed patient isolation and treatment. Therefore, to improve the accuracy of COVID-19 diagnosis, serological tests for virus-induced antibodies,9 such as IgG/IgM,10 have been developed as a useful complement to nucleic acid testing. Compared with RT-qPCR, these tests have less stringent specimen requirements via uniform serum collection for indirectly detecting SARS-CoV-2.11 The majority of these systems is based on enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)11 or gold nanoparticle based lateral flow devices (LFDs),10 but each technique has its own drawbacks. While ELISA can provide accurate and sensitive results quantitatively, it requires multiple reagent additions, washing and separation steps, resulting in long sample-to-result time (>4 hours) that delays the onsite diagnostic decisions.11 On the other hand, although LFDs are fast (5–20 minutes) and available for point-of-care diagnostics,12 they can only provide qualitative or semi-quantitative information with a limited sensitivity.5 More importantly, these serological tests suffer
from potential cross-reactivity of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies with antibodies generated against other coronaviruses due to their high genome similarities, leading to a high risk of false positives. Therefore, there is still an urgent need for more strategies that can be applied for rapid, accurate and sensitive diagnosis of COVID-19 patients even before an immune response can occur and more importantly for asymptomatic individuals.

Recent advances in structural biology have revealed that SARS-CoV-2 contains four main structural proteins, including the nucleocapsid (N), spike (S), envelope (E), and membrane (M) proteins. Among them, the N protein is the most abundant, and relatively conserved protein in coronaviruses, which is involved in the transcription and replication of viral RNA. S protein, particularly its S1 domain, is highly immunogenic and essential for host-cell infection, which is considered as a common target for neutralizing antibodies and vaccine development. These unique features of structural proteins have made them promising candidates for the development of new serological ELISA for COVID-19 diagnosis. Despite their importance, the detection of these structural proteins poses a considerable challenge because of their short diagnostic window in COVID-19 infection, cross-reactivity of antibodies, and extremely low abundance. Thus, it is critical to develop a rapid, sensitive, accurate, and widely available diagnostic test for the detection of serum COVID-19-associated antigens. Compared with antibodies, DNA aptamers, known as “chemical antibodies”, are a powerful class of recognition agents with several advantages of high specificity and affinity, rapid and reliable synthesis, ease of conjugation, and good feasibility to integrate with other DNA-based reactions for signal amplification. These advantages enable aptamers to be a promising receptor, with diverse applications for in vitro and in vivo diagnosis. In addition to the choice of receptor, it is also important to develop amplification methods to detect COVID-19 with high sensitivity. Toward this goal, the proximity ligation immunoassay (PLA) has been recently developed as a unique signal amplification approach, in which a protein target is detected by translating antibody–protein binding events into amplifiable DNA sequences for subsequent real-time polymerase chain reaction quantification.

Inspired by this strategy, we report here a generalizable method for highly specific and ultrasensitive detection of serum COVID-19-associated antigens based on an aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay (Apt-PLA). The method is based on binding two aptamer probes to the same antigen target that brings the ligation DNA region into close proximity, thereby initiating ligation-dependent qPCR amplification. Taking advantage of cooperative recognition by two aptamers and signal amplification via qPCR, we demonstrate that such an Apt-PLA system can provide a high degree of specificity and sensitivity for the detection of serum COVID-19-associated antigens. Furthermore, we also applied this Apt-PLA system for the investigation of the interaction of spike protein with the human ACE2 receptor, and more importantly the evaluation of potential neutralizing aptamers.

Results and discussion

Principle of the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay

The construction and operation of the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay is illustrated in Scheme 1. The Apt-PLA system is composed of two key components: (1) two proximity ligation probes both of which consist of an aptamer region for target recognition, spacer region to minimize the structural steric hindrance during the assembly, PCR primer region, and ligation region with 5’ phosphate modification; (2) an ssDNA connector as the template to assist the ligation by hybridization with two proximity probes at the ligation region. In such a design, binding of the two aptamers to the same protein target could bring the ligation region into close proximity and thus hybridize with the connector template to form a DNA complex that is available for subsequent ligation-dependent qPCR amplification. In contrast, without the protein target, the two probes that were not in proximity produced a low ligation event, resulting in low nonspecific qPCR signals. The discrimination of the qPCR signal can be exhibited by a cycle threshold (Ct) value, which is defined as the PCR cycle number at which the sample’s reaction curve intersects the threshold line. This value is inversely proportional to the amount of PCR DNA amplicon generated via aptamer-assisted proximity ligation reaction induced by the protein target. As a result, a higher Ct value means lower amount of ligated DNA amplicon, lower ligation efficiency, and lower concentration of the protein target accordingly. Thus, the presence and concentration of the protein target can be determined by monitoring the Ct value change in the system.
Feasibility study of the Apt-PLA for nucleocapsid protein

To demonstrate the above aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay for detecting COVID-19-associated antigens, we first chose N protein as the target, and two DNA aptamers (N48 and N58) as the recognition units, which were obtained by in vitro selection.44 To achieve proximity ligation, two proximity probes (PPA and PPB) consisting of the aptamer region (N48 and N58), spacer (T5), PCR primer region (P1 and P2), and ligation region (L1 and L2) were designed (Table S1). In addition, an ssDNA connector was designed, which assists the connection of L1 and L2 within PPA and PPB by complementary DNA hybridization, respectively. Such a design ensured that only in the presence of PPA, PPB, connector, and N protein, the subsequent ligation-dependent qPCR amplification could be initiated. The general outline of the designed Apt-PLA for N protein detection is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1A. In a typical Apt-PLA experiment, 3.5 µL of reagent A containing PPA (286 pM), PPB (286 pM), and connector (571 nM) in T4 ligase buffer was pre-incubated with 1.0 µL of N protein at 25 °C for 20 min to allow aptamer binding, followed by the addition of 0.5 µL of reagent B (T4 DNA ligase, 0.4 units) and incubated at 25 °C for 5 min to enable proximity ligation. After heat inactivation, the ligation products were amplified and analyzed by qPCR using a One Step RT-PCR Kit, in which TB Green was utilized as the fluorescent dye for real-time detection of the PCR products.

Fig. 1B shows the real-time fluorescence intensity of Apt-PLA for N protein and control samples. In the absence of N protein, the qPCR curve shows a high Ct value, because the two Apt-PLA probes are not in proximity and hence result in low ligation efficiency. In addition, the absence of PPA, PPB or connector produced a slightly higher Ct value than the blank sample, indicating negligible ligation efficiency. In contrast, under the same conditions, addition of N protein resulted in a significant decrease of the Ct value, which was due to the binding of PPA and PPB to the same N protein and thus yielded high ligation efficiency. Furthermore, to confirm that the qPCR signal was dependent on the ligation efficiency that generates an amplifiable PCR amplicon, we further collected the intermediate qPCR products at the 24th cycle (marked in Fig. 1B), and analyzed using 10% denatured polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). As shown in Fig. S1,† in the presence of PPA, PPB, connector, and N protein, a strong band at the high molecular weight (MW) region was observed (lane 1), while the absence of either of these four components produced a much weaker band at the high MW region (lanes 2–5). These results indicated that the addition of N protein could trigger the proximity ligation with high efficiency that generates a significant qPCR signal, which is consistent with the qPCR results (Fig. 1B). Moreover, to compare the rate of strand hybridization with and without the N protein, we further performed a fluorescence test by mixing PPA, PPB, ssDNA, T4 DNA ligase, and N protein (0 or 5 ng mL⁻¹) with SYBR Green I (Fig. S2A†), which is a green fluorescent cyanine dye that has high affinity for double-stranded DNA. As shown in Fig. S2B,† in the presence of 5 ng mL⁻¹ N⁻¹ protein, the fluorescence intensity ratio (F/F₀) increases with the increase of reaction time up to 600 s, indicating the formation of double-stranded DNA. In contrast, in the absence of N protein, the fluorescence intensity ratio (F/F₀) shows a much less increase and reaches a plateau after ~60 s. These results indicate that the presence of N protein could induce the formation of a more stable DNA ternary complex, resulting in a high ligation event and thus a high qPCR signal. Taken together, these results demonstrate the effective recognition of N protein using dual Apt-PLA probes, forming the basis for a new Apt-PLA system for COVID-19-associated antigens that can be recognized by aptamers.

Detection performance of Apt-PLA for nucleocapsid protein

The detection mechanism of Apt-PLA relies on the simultaneous binding of N protein by a pair of aptamer affinity probes which bring L1 and L2 in proximity to process the ligation with the assistance of ssDNA connector and T4 DNA ligase. Thus, to achieve good analytical performance for N protein detection, the number of complementary bases between ssDNA connector and L1/L2, the incubation time between aptamer probes and N protein, and the ligation time should be firstly optimized. Fig. S3A† shows the qPCR signals and backgrounds of the Apt-PLA when using the connector with 16, 18, 20, and 22 complementary bases (Con-16, Con-18, Con-20, Con-22) to L1/L2 for proximity hybridization. As shown in Fig. S3B,† in the presence of 2 ng mL⁻¹ of N protein, the Ct value decreased with increasing number of complementary bases from 16 to 22. However, a larger number of complementary bases also caused a larger background due to the increased target-independent ligation events. Therefore, Con-18 was chosen for the subsequent experiments based on the maximum signal-to-background ratio (ΔCt). Similarly, according to the maximum ΔCt, the optimal incubation and ligation time for our Apt-PLA
system were obtained as 20 min (Fig. S4†) and 5 min (Fig. S5†), respectively.

Under the optimal conditions, we then investigate if the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay could detect N protein quantitatively. Fig. 2A shows qPCR curves of different concentrations of N protein added in DPBS buffer. The obtained Ct value decreased with increasing N protein concentrations from 0 to 5000 pg mL\(^{-1}\), indicating that two Apt-PLA probes were in proximity via binding to N protein and thus could be ligated to serve as the template for the subsequent qPCR experiment. In addition, a linear relationship was observed between the \(\Delta \text{Ct} \) value and the logarithm of the N protein concentration in the range of 50 pg mL\(^{-1}\) to 5000 pg mL\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 2B), and a limit of detection (LOD) of 37.5 pg mL\(^{-1}\) was obtained based on a 3\(\sigma\)/slope, where \(\sigma_b\) is the standard deviation of four blank samples. This performance is comparable to that of the commercial ELISA kit with an LOD of approximately 50 pg mL\(^{-1}\), and much better than that of a recent half-strip lateral flow assay with an LOD of 0.65 ng mL\(^{-1}\).†

To demonstrate the selectivity of the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay, we performed the PLA-qPCR using different competing proteins and the real-time fluorescence intensity of qPCR was recorded (Fig. 2C), including the N protein of SARS-CoV, spike S1, cardiac troponin I (cTnI), interferon-gamma (IFN-\(\gamma\)), and bovine serum albumin (BSA). As shown in Fig. 2D, compared with the blank samples, no significant difference in \(\Delta \text{Ct} \) was observed for competing proteins at a concentration of 2 ng mL\(^{-1}\) (\(p > 0.05\)), while the \(\Delta \text{Ct} \) value in response to 2 ng mL\(^{-1}\) of the N protein of SARS-CoV-2 showed a more than 20-fold increase (\(p < 0.001\)), suggesting that the high selectivity of the two N protein aptamers was maintained for the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay. In addition, to further explain the specificity of our Apt-PLA system, three mutated DNA aptamers were designed to replace the aptamer regions in PPA or PPB (Fig. S6A and B†). As shown in Fig. S6C†, compared with unmutated DNA aptamers, the mutated aptamers result in much higher Ct values in response to 5 ng mL\(^{-1}\) N protein, indicating lower ligation efficiencies due to their decreased binding affinities to N protein after mutations. In addition, the normalized signal responses to N protein using MPPA1/PPB, MPPA2/PPB, MPPA2/MPPB1, and MPPA2/MPPB1 decreased to (39.9 ± 16.2)%, (16.5 ± 4.0)%, (32.6 ± 6.6)%, and (16.6 ± 1.7)%, respectively (Fig. S6D†). These results demonstrated that the high specificity of our Apt-PLA system was due to the specific recognition of N protein by unmutated N48 and N58 aptamers.

**Analysis in complex biological samples**

To investigate whether the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay can be applied in biological samples, we further explored the detection of N protein in 100% human serum. The qPCR amplification curves for a series of human serum samples spiked with different concentrations of N protein are shown in Fig. 3A, and the Ct value decreased with increasing N protein concentrations from 0 to 5000 pg mL\(^{-1}\). In addition, we observed a quantitative relationship between \(\Delta \text{Ct} \) and the logarithm of the N protein concentration spiked in human serum in the range of 50–5000 pg mL\(^{-1}\) (inset of Fig. 3A), with an LOD of 30.9 pg mL\(^{-1}\) based on 3\(\sigma_b\)/slope. Since these results are similar to those in DPBS buffer, they suggest that other components in the serum did not interfere significantly with the Apt-PLA performance, and therefore this Apt-PLA can be used in complex biological fluids.

To verify the accuracy and reliability of the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay, we further compared it with a commercial ELISA kit for N protein detection by analyzing human serum samples spiked with different concentrations of N protein. Based on the calibration curves from our Apt-PLA (Fig. 3A) and the ELISA kit (Fig. S7†), the N protein concentration in each serum sample was calculated, and a total of 21 different concentrations of N protein are shown in different media. Inset: Linear relationship of \(\Delta \text{Ct} \) values and protein concentrations. (B) Comparison of the aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay with a commercial ELISA kit for N protein detection.
Fig. 3B, a strong positive correlation between these two methods was found, with a slope of 0.92 ± 0.04 and a correlation coefficient of 0.98, thus demonstrating that the results from the two methods were consistent to within experimental error. These results confirm that the accuracy of our Apt-PLA method is as good as that of the commercial ELISA kit but possesses remarkable merits of short sample-to-result time (~2 hours) in a homogeneous format. Since in vitro selection can obtain aptamers selective for many COVID-19-related associated antigens, such as the recently reported aptamers targeting SARS-CoV-2 RBD, the method demonstrated here can expand this powerful Apt-PLA system significantly to many other targets and thus provide a new toolbox for the diagnosis of COVID-19.

Encouraged by the above successful N protein detection in spiked human serum samples, we further conducted similar tests in clinical serum samples collected from healthy people and confirmed patients to demonstrate the utility of our method for clinical diagnosis. A total of 40 serum samples from 4 healthy people and 4 patients were evaluated. As shown in Fig. S9A,† compared with the blank sample, no significant difference in Ct value was observed for healthy people, indicating the presence of a negligible amount of N protein in the serum samples of healthy people. However, the Ct values obtained from the serum of patients were much lower than that of blank samples, indicating the presence of N protein. In addition, as shown in Fig. S9C,† the average ∆Ct values for the healthy people and four patients were calculated to be 0.04 ± 0.20 (n = 20), 2.27 ± 0.12 (n = 5), 0.99 ± 0.06 (n = 5), 1.04 ± 0.12 (n = 5), and 2.28 ± 0.29 (n = 5), respectively, indicating a higher level of N protein in SARS-CoV-2 infected patients. Taken together, these results demonstrated the feasibility of our Apt-PLA system for the sensitive and accurate detection of N protein in clinical samples.

Feasibility of antibody-based proximity ligation assay

To expand the capability of the proximity ligation assay, we further extended our building blocks from aptamers to antibodies and designed an antibody-based proximity ligation assay for N protein by replacing N48 and N58 aptamers with two SARS-CoV-2 Nucleoprotein antibodies. The aptamer regions in PPA and PPB were replaced by a thiolated T30 spacer, and conjugated with antibodies via the maleimide–thiol reaction. As shown in Fig. S10A,† binding of the two antibodies to the same N protein could bring the ligation reaction into close proximity and thus hybridize with the connector template to form a DNA ternary complex that is available for subsequent ligation-dependent qPCR amplification. In contrast, without the N protein, the two probes that were not in proximity produced a low ligation event, resulting in low nonspecific qPCR signals. Fig. S10B† shows the qPCR curves of different concentrations of N protein tested using the antibody-based proximity ligation assay. The obtained ∆Ct value increased with increasing N protein concentrations from 0 to 5000 pg mL⁻¹ (Fig. S10C†), demonstrating the feasibility of the designed antibody-based proximity ligation assay for the detection of N protein.

Investigation of specific interaction between spike S1 and ACE2

Another challenge in the current COVID-19 research is to develop effective therapeutic drugs or vaccines. Previous studies have revealed that the COVID-19 virus binds to host cells via interactions with the human angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2). Therefore, neutralizing molecules targeting vulnerable sites on viral surface proteins (e.g. spike S1) are increasingly studied and have shown therapeutic blocking capabilities. To this aim, several methods have been developed for the screening of neutralizing antibodies or DNAs, including plaque reduction neutralization test, ELISA, and fluorescence-based high-throughput assay. Although promising, the time-to-results for these neutralization assays typically ranges from several hours to days, thereby limiting their broad applications. To address this issue, encouraged by the above successful serological antigen sensing, we sought to adapt our Apt-PLA system for the screening of potential neutralizing molecules. To do this, we first investigated the feasibility of using PLA for the measurement of interaction between spike S1 and ACE2 (Fig. 4A). Briefly, two PLA probes were prepared by replacing the aptamer region (Scheme 1) with a thiolated T30 spacer, followed by conjugating with spike S1 and ACE2 using the sulfo-SMCC cross-linking method, respectively. A control probe was also synthesized by conjugating N protein with the same DNA sequence as spike S1. Conjugation was confirmed by observing strong bands at high MW regions by 8% native PAGE (Fig. S11). As shown in Fig. S12,† individual spike S1-PLA probe or ACE2-PLA probe produced a high Ct value of 29.8 and 23.9, respectively. In contrast, incubating spike S1-
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Fig. 4 (A) Schematic illustration of our adapted proximity ligation assay for the measurement of specific interaction between spike S1 and its receptor ACE2. (B) Comparison of the qPCR curves of the specific and non-specific interactions. (C) qPCR curves of our adapted proximity ligation assay with different concentrations of ACE2. (D) Dose–response neutralization titration curves of spike S1 using free ACE2 and a control protein. The spike S1-DNA probe was pretreated with different concentrations of free ACE2 for 10 min, and then tested using our adapted proximity ligation assay.
PLA probe with ACE2-PLA probe results in a much lower Ct value of 17.4 (Fig. 4B), which was due to the strong interaction between spike S1 and ACE2 that brings the two probes in close proximity for a high ligation efficiency. In addition, incubating the control N protein-PLA probe with ACE2-PLA probe generated a much higher Ct value of 22.2 (Fig. 4B), indicating a weak, non-specific interaction. These results indicated that our adapted PLA system can be used for the measurement of interaction between spike S1 and ACE2 specifically.

Next, to test the feasibility of the PLA system for evaluation of neutralization tests, we further used ACE2 as a model neutralizing protein, and study the binding competition to spike S1 between free ACE2 and ACE2-PLA probe. Briefly, we pre-incubated spike S1-PLA probe with different concentrations of free ACE2 at 25 °C for 10 min, followed by the addition of ACE2-PLA probe and connector and incubated for another 20 min. Then, T4 DNA ligase was added to the above mixture to initiate the ligation, and the resulting DNA sequence was analyzed using RT-PCR. As shown in Fig. 4C, the Ct value increased with increasing pre-incubated ACE2 concentrations from 40 pM to 10 nM, indicating an effective blocking of spike S1 binding to ACE2-PLA probe. The neutralization efficiency was then calculated, and a strong dose-dependent neutralization efficiency was observed for ACE2 with a half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) value of 284.5 ± 14.3 pm (Fig. 4D). In contrast, compared with the blank sample, no significant difference in Ct value was observed for pre-incubation of N protein with spike S1-PLA probe even at a high concentration of 10 nM (Fig. S13†), resulting in no neutralization efficiency (Fig. 4D), which indicated that the N protein has a negligible blocking effect on the spike S1 binding to ACE2. These results demonstrate that our PLA system can be applied for neutralization tests, indicating its great potential for screening potential neutralizing molecules.

**Evaluation of potential neutralizing aptamers using the PLA system**

To demonstrate the generality of the PLA system for neutralization tests, we extended our methodology from proteins to aptamers for the evaluation of neutralization efficiency. Two synthetic DNA aptamers (Apt-S-79s and Apt-S-268s) targeting spike S1,39 obtained by in vitro selection, were chosen as potential neutralizing candidates, while one random DNA sequence with 16 nucleotides was used as a negative control. Then, a similar neutralization test was implemented using our PLA system (Fig. 5A), in which the spike S1-PLA probe was pretreated with the above three DNAs at 25 °C for 10 min, respectively. The real-time fluorescence intensities of qPCR for different concentrations of Apt-S-79s, Apt-S-268s and random DNA were recorded (Fig. S14†). Compared with the random DNA, a significant dose-dependent neutralization effect was observed for Apt-S-79s and Apt-S-268s, with IC50 values of 1.83 ± 0.61 μM and 12.26 ± 1.79 μM (Fig. 5B), respectively. These results indicated that Apt-S-79s and Apt-S-268s may have partially identical binding sites to the RBD region of SARS-CoV-2 spike S1 protein, revealing the potential to inhibit or block the binding of SARS-CoV-2 spike S1 protein to ACE2. This competition may be due to the binding of aptamers to several amino acid residues of RBD that are key to ACE2 binding.41 In addition, given the fact that the whole workflow could be finished within 2 hours in a homogeneous format, the proposed PLA system holds great promise for simple and rapid screening of various neutralizing candidates.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we have demonstrated a simple and versatile aptamer-assisted proximity ligation assay that provides a target-dependent qPCR signal change, enabling sensitive and selective quantification of COVID-19-associated antigens that the aptamer recognizes. The sensor system is based on the binding of two aptamer probes to the same protein target that brings the ligation DNA region into close proximity, thereby initiating ligation-dependent qPCR amplification. Using this system, serum nucleocapsid protein has been detected quantitatively by converting protein recognition into a detectable qPCR signal using a simple, homogeneous and fast detection workflow within 2 hours. These features allow clinical laboratories to implement the nucleic acid and serological antigen test in parallel, thus improving the diagnostic accuracy of COVID-19 particularly for asymptomatic individuals. In addition, this system has also been transformed into a universal platform for the measurement of specific interactions between spike S1 and its receptor ACE2, and more importantly paves a way for further screening and investigation of potential neutralizing molecules. Since in vitro selection can obtain aptamers selective for many COVID-19-related associated antigens, the method demonstrated will serve as an important tool for the diagnosis and therapeutics of COVID-19.
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**Fig. 5** (A) Schematic illustration of our adapted proximity ligation assay for evaluation of the neutralization efficiency of potential neutralizing aptamers that bind to spike S1. (B) Dose–response neutralization titration curves of spike S1 using two aptamers targeting spike S1 and a random DNA as a negative control. The spike S1-DNA probe was pretreated with different concentrations of neutralizing aptamers for 10 min, and then tested using our adapted proximity ligation assay.
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